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History of accessibility
????
OTC loco Zurich
spot & forwards

1956
Pt & Pd futures
contract launched

1990s
Electronic futures
launched
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OTC loco LDN spot
& forwards

2007
UK ETFs launched

2010
US ETFs launched

2014
SA ETFs launched

Bullion Banks & Specialist PGM traders, fabricators & refiners

Specialist Commodity funds
Increasing
length of
investment
horizon

Pension & Retail funds
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Efficiency of precious metals ETFs
•
•
•
•

Durable
Low storage & insurance costs vs value of commodity
As a result physically backed ETFs are possible where the price of the ETC closely tracks the underlying
commodity
In many bulk commodities storage costs are high and durability is a challenge meaning futures linked
ETFs are required which results in slippage costs in rolling futures contracts and the risk of dislocation
to the underlying
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Step change in demand from ETFs
Platinum ETF holdings, ounces
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Establishment of ETFs allowed significant growth in investor
accessibility –prior to ETF availability only a small number of
professional investors could access the spot of futures markets
ETFs allow a full scope of funds access to commodities including
pension and wealth funds
South African uptake is particularly notable given that the 20% limit on
offshore investment holdings meant the launch of domestic ETFs to
effectively circumvent this saw significant update –in part related to a
relatively high degree of understanding of PGMs in South Africa due its
mining footprint

Platinum price
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ETFs as a Balancing Mechanism:
Palladium & Rhodium
Rhodium ETF holdings, ounces
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• Investors purchased metal during weaker demand periods and
supplied at higher prices during stronger demand periods,
resulting in greater supply/demand balance across both periods.
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With high accessibility, raising
awareness becomes the challenge
•
•
•

•

Anglo American is a founding member of the World Platinum Investment Council (WPIC) launched in 2014 as part of a
commitment to market development & Increasing applications and uses of PGMs
WPIC increases global awareness of Platinum as an investment asset and also works with partners to increase the
number of platinum investment products available
Partnerships include;
• New ETF issuer in New York (GraniteShares), who listed another low cost physically backed platinum ETF
• The Royal Mint had not minted a platinum bullion coin in their 1,100 history. After WPIC partnership they now
mint several platinum coins (including the Queen’s Beast series and the Brittania) and have sold over 50,000
platinum coins, mainly in America
• In honour of her majesty the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee, marking 70 years on the throne, WPIC is presenting the
All England Tennis Club with two specially commissioned commemorative platinum coins to be used for the
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s singles finals coin tosses at this year’s Wimbledon tennis Championships
WPIC in China:
• Launched in shanghai in 2018 with a mandate to increase awareness of Platinum in China
• 2022 launch of platinum panda coins for the first time since 2005
• Increasing number of people saving for retirement in China for which Platinum is a natural investment fit
given high brand awareness from the long standing Jewellery industry as well the hydrogen economy
where platinum has an important strategic role in electrolysers to produce green hydrogen
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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by [Anglo American Marketing Limited (“AAML”)] on a non-reliance basis and for informational purposes only (the
“Permitted Purpose”). No reliance should be placed on it or its contents and it must only be used for the Permitted Purpose. [AAML] does not offer any
representation or warranty (express or implied) as to the accuracy, suitability, sufficiency or completeness of the contained information or as to the platinum
market insights contained therein. None of [AAML], its affiliates, advisors or representatives shall have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise)
for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this material or otherwise in connection with this material.
Forward-Looking Statements
This document may include forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this document, including, without
limitation, those regarding future expectations in respect of the pgms industry, are forward-looking statements. By their nature, such forward-looking
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of platinum
markets, or industry results, to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions. Important factors that could cause actual results, performance or
achievements to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include, among others, levels of actual production during any period, levels of
global demand and commodity market prices, mineral resource exploration and development capabilities, recovery rates and other operational capabilities,
the availability of mining and processing equipment, the ability to produce and transport products profitably, the availability of transportation infrastructure, the
impact of foreign currency exchange rates on market prices and operating costs, the availability of sufficient credit, the effects of inflation, political uncertainty
and economic conditions in relevant areas of the world, the actions of competitors, activities by governmental authorities such as permitting and changes in
taxation or safety, health, environmental or other types of regulation, conflicts over land and resource ownership rights and other risk factors. Forward-looking
statements contain various risk factors and speak only as of the date of the document. No reliance should be placed on forward-looking statements.
No Investment Advice
This document has been prepared for the Permitted Purpose only and does not represent investment advice or strategy. It is important that you view this
document in its entirety and understand the objective as being solely for the Permitted Purpose. It does not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in
any jurisdiction to take or decline to take any action in relation to any matter described herein.
Third-party information
Certain statistical and other information about [AAML] and/or the pgms industry included in this document is sourced from publicly available third-party
sources. As such it has not been independently verified and presents the views of those third parties, but may not necessarily correspond to the views held by
[AAML] and [AAML] expressly disclaims any responsibility for, or liability in respect of, such information.
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